Delhi Technological University
(Formerly Delhi College of Engineering)
Shahbad Daulatpur, Main Bawana Road, Delhi-110042.

B. Tech. (Lateral Entry) Admissions (2021-22)- SPOT ROUND
Dated: 13/08/2021
In view of the ongoing Corona pandemic, Delhi Technological University is conducting the spot round
counselling process online on 16th Aug,2021, so as to avoid inconvenience to the candidates. The selected
candidates are required to follow these instructionsAvailable seats for spot round of admission: rrding the distribution of seats category wise is as given in
Table 1.
S.No.

Branch

1.

Biotechnology (BT)

2.

Chemical Engineering (CHE)

3.

Production & Industrial
Engineering (PIE)

Region

Category

Sub-Category

Delhi
Outside
Delhi

EW

-

Number of
Seats
02

ST

-

01

Delhi

SC

-

01

SC
ST

-

01
01
06

Outside
Delhi
Total Number of Seats

Note: After exhausting the complete list of the concerned categories, the remaining vacant seats may be
converted into other category as per the seat conversion rule mentioned in the brochure (Point 3.7).
Category

Rank in Merit
LIST

Date for
Reporting Online

SC/ST (Delhi and
Outside Delhi)

All candidates in the 16th August 2021
merit list who have
not yet taken
admission

EWS/OBC/GENERA All candidates in the 16th August 2021
L (Delhi and Outside merit list who have
Delhi)
not yet taken
admission

Time for
Reporting
ONLINE

Time allowed for
completion of online
payment if seat is
allotted

9:30 AM to 10:30
AM

Till 3 PM the same
day

11:30 AM to 12:30
PM

Till 3 PM the same
day

Instructions to the candidates: 1. Any category seats may be available for admission in spot round due to admission withdrawal or

upgradation.

2. Online google meet link will be shared in the registered email ID of the candidate.
3. Fees have to be paid within the time frame allowed, as specified in the last column of above table,

without which the seat will be offered to the next candidate in waiting from the merit list.
4. Category candidates must ensure that they are in possession of the certificates (Fresh

NCL/EWS/Caste etc.) along with required annexures applicable for that.
5. All category candidates must ensure that they have met or to meet the percentage requirement in

their qualifying examination as per point no. 2.2 of the admission brochure.
6. All the certificates and annexure as applicable needs to be sent to (admission_le_2021@dtu.ac.in) by

the candidates after paying admission fee online.
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